STEPS FOR PERFORMING COLPOSCOPY:
*Check scope and supplies yourself!


Informed Consent.
Talk to Patient, explain procedure, talk to them while you are doing procedure.

Speculum: Cervix must be fully in view!

Scope:
- adjust height (scope or table)
- clean cervix if needed. Gross/Fine focus and green filter.
- Vinegar. T zone, abnormalities, swab, dilator
- Biopsy. Close the forceps! Visually place and then use scope to fine tune. Straight part in center. Hold like a gun up or down. May need to angle. TZone highest yield. Hook to stabilize.
- Fox swab ready. Bx into formalin with toothpick.
- ECC: 360, brush to capture onto Telfa.
- Monsels
- Take Speculum out.
- Let patient lay there for about 5 minutes or sit them up to make sure they are not lightheaded.